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Business Ethics Questions And Answers
100 Questions (and Answers) About Research Ethics by Emily E Anderson and Amy Corneli is
an essential guide for graduate students and researchers in the social and behavioral
sciences. It identifies ethical issues that individuals must consider when planning research
studies as well as provides guidance on how to address ethical issues that might arise during
research implementation. Questions such as assessing risks, to protecting privacy and
vulnerable populations, obtaining informed consent, using technology including social media,
negotiating the IRB process, and handling data ethically are covered. Acting as a resource for
students developing their thesis and dissertation proposals and for junior faculty designing
research, this book reflects the latest U.S. federal research regulations to take effect mostly in
January 2018.
A clear and concise roadmap for ethical business behavior using commonsense moral
principles Business Ethics for Better Behavior concisely answers the three most pressing
ethical questions business professionals face: What makes business practices right or wrong?;
Why do normal, decent businesspeople of good will sometimes do the wrong thing?; and How
can we use the answer to these questions to get ourselves, our coworkers, our bosses, and
our employees to behave better? Bad behavior in business rarely results from bad will. Most
people mean well much of the time. But most of us are vulnerable. We all fall into moral traps,
usually without even noticing. Business Ethics for Better Behavior teaches business
professionals, students, and other readers how to become aware of those traps, how to avoid
them, and how to dig their way out if they fall in. It integrates the best work in psychology,
economics, management theory, and normative philosophy into a simple action plan for
ensuring the best ethical performance at all levels of business practice. This is a book anyone
in business, from an entry-level employee to CEO, can use.
Part 'A' : Foundations of Business 1.Nature and Purpose of Business, 2. Classification of
Business Activities, 3. Forms of Business Organisations—Sole Proprietorship or Sole Trade, 4.
Joint Hindu Family Business, 5. Partnership, 6. Co-operative Societies, 7. Company/Joint
Stock Company, 8. Choice of Form of Business Organisations and Starting a Business, 9.
Private and Public Sector/Enterprises, 10. Forms of Organising Public Sector Enterprises and
Changing Role of Public Sector, 11. Global Enterprises (Multinational Companies) Joint
Venture and Public Private Partnership,12. Business Services – I Banking, 13. Business
Services – II Insurance, 14. Business Services – III Communication : Postal and Telecom, 15.
Business Services – IV Warehousing, 16 . Emerging Modes of Business, 17. Social
Responsibility of Business and Business Ethics, 18. Formation of a Company. Part 'B' :
Corporate Organisation, Finance and Trade 19. Sources of Business Finance, 20 . Small
Business, 21. Internal Trade, 22. External Trade or International Business, 23. Project Report.
Unit 4 : Business Services – Transportation Value Based Questions [(VBQ) With Answers]
Latest Model Paper (BSEB) Examination Paper (JAC) with OMR Sheet
Business Ethics: New Challenges in a Globalized World provides a comprehensive account of
the challenges facing businesses as they pursue global business activities. The importance of
business ethics as an academic subject and business priority has increased significantly, as
companies have increasingly been placed in the moral spotlight by shareholders, consumers,
employees and governments. The growing complexities of the global economy demand a
broader and a deeper view of business ethics than that offered by current management
approaches that focus on reforming corporate behaviour. This book places business ethics in a
richer contextual setting, focusing on the challenges that business must now confront, such as
inequality, financial risk, migrant labour, climate change and human rights, and exploring how
these challenges can be met by a rethinking of business models, goals and strategies. Key
benefits: • Up-to-date overview of ethical issues in an international business context • Includes
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lively cases and examples from emerging economies which bring the subject to life •
Encourages critical thinking skills in students Janet Morrison, now retired, was a senior lecturer
in strategic and international management at Sunderland University Business School, UK
'Business Ethics: New Challenges in a Globalised World offers a practical look at the issues
under consideration, and will contribute to a student gaining real insight and entering into
critical dialogue on the topic of ethics in international business. Students using this text will be
reminded of the fact that ethical issues are broader and deeper than we would like to think, and
are encouraged to work out for themselves what they might do, or what they think others
should do, in less than clear-cut situations.' – Andrea McLachlan, University of Waikato, New
Zealand 'This book discusses the legal, social, political and international issues that set the
context for some of the great ethical challenges we face in the world today. The integration of
real life case studies and ethical theory provides practical application that will enable students
to gain a much broader understanding of the issues involved.' - Carole Parkes, Aston
University, UK 'Introducing a topic as complex and as widely discussed as business ethics is a
very difficult task. However, Morrison succeeds in presenting a concise and well-written
account of the field and its current issues. The book is a particularly good read for
undergraduate students who want to be introduced to the field of business ethics.' – Berend
van der Kolk, University of Groningen, The Netherlands 'This is an expertly written textbook. I
am impressed by the international outlook of the book, the clear writing style and the excellent
contemporary cases and examples' Marianna Fotaki, Warwick Business School, UK
Elsevier/Butterworth-Heinemann's 2005-2006 CIM Coursebook series offers you the complete
package for exam success. Comprising fully updated Coursebook texts that are revised
annually, and free online access to the MarketingOnline learning interface, it offers everything
you need to study for your CIM qualification. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM
syllabus, this Coursebook is user-friendly, interactive and relevant, ensuring it is the definitive
companion to this year's CIM marketing course. Each Coursebook is accompanied by access
to MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online learning resource
designed specifically for CIM students, where you can: Annotate, customise and create
personally tailored notes using the electronic version of the Coursebook Receive regular
tutorials on key topics from Marketing Knowledge Search the Coursebook online for easy
access to definitions and key concepts Access the glossary for a comprehensive list of
marketing terms and their meanings Co-written by the CIM Senior Examiner for the Marketing
Planning module to guide you through the 2005-2006 syllabus Each text is crammed with a
range of learning objectives, cases, questions, activities, definitions, study tips and summaries
to support and test your understanding of the theory Contains sample assessment material
written exclusively for this Coursebook by the Senior Examiner, as well as past examination
papers to enable you to practise what has been learned and help prepare for the exam
This guide to business ethics provides key terms and concepts related to business ethics in a
short, easy-to-use format. It provides objective coverage of theories, corporate social
responsibility, human resources issues, consumer protection, and ethical issues in marketing
and advertising. It is an ideal supplement for business ethics courses or as a reference for
students and practitioners who would like to learn more about the basics of business ethics.
This book addresses an essential need felt by many who seek to promote best business
practices in China and East Asia – namely the need for culturally appropriate instructional
materials (basic information, case studies and ethical perspectives) that will allow managers
and entrepreneurs to understand and embrace the challenge of moral leadership in business.
In an era characterized by globalization and the increasing importance of the economies of
China, India, Japan and SE Asia, international business ethics must reflect the concerns of the
people living and working in this area, the moral and spiritual traditions that have nurtured them
and their specific contributions to sustainable development. This book presents twenty
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important case studies, taken from newsworthy events of the past few years, in which Asians
and others have attempted to respond to this challenge. Each case study has been selected
and shaped in order to highlight various aspects of doing business in Asia, starting with basic
principles and moving on to the specific responsibilities that businesses have towards their
various stakeholders. The authors contend that the best way to appreciate the relevance of
Asian moral and spiritual traditions is to determine their specific contribution to virtue ethics,
where the ancient traditions of both East and West converge in their focus on the qualities of
moral leadership that form the basis of best business practice. Exploring the case studies will
enable readers to appreciate the continued relevance of these ethical perspectives in Asian
business. Best business practice clearly involves learning to do business and playing the game
according to the rules; but the necessity of playing by the rules is not likely to become clear
until one takes up the path that leads to a virtuous life in business, developing a moral
character chiefly based on integrity.

Take a seat in the boardroom. What will you decide? Corporations make difficult
decisions about the right thing to do every day, but as an organization made up
of people with different perspectives and values, how can a business behave
ethically? This is Business Ethics offers a dynamic and engaging introduction to
the study of corporate morality. Offers real-world practical advice for navigating
ethical dilemmas in business, developed and explained through illustrative highprofile case studies like the Ford Pinto case, Enron, Walmart and British
Petroleum. Explores how ethical theory informs business policy and practice.
Presents unresolved contemporary case studies for consideration, inviting
readers to participate in the decision-making and offer their own
recommendations. The latest in the This is Philosophy series, This is Business
Ethics features supplemental online resources for instructors and students at
www.thisisphilosophy.com.
Business Ethics Through Movies: A Case Study Approach examines a wide
range of ethical dilemmas, principles and moral reasoning that arise in
contemporary business through a series of popular films and real-world case
studies. Engages readers in learning about ethical theory by using movies and
both national and international case studies in business as the vehicle for
analysis and reflection Facilitates comprehension of ethical issues by showing
how characters in films confront issues, make choices, and face the
consequences Draws from a variety of actual cases in Business Ethics ? from the
1982 Tylenol poisoning and the 1989 Exxon Valdez disaster to recent examples
such as the Foster Farms salmonella outbreak and the chemical spill in West
Virginia Reveals the important role that ethics plays in setting the moral
foundation of a business or corporation Develops critical thinking skills through
applying analytical checklists to ethical dilemmas raised in films and in actual
cases in Business Ethics
UNIT : I Entrepreneurship and Human Activities 1.Entrepreneur—Meaning,
Concept and Forms, 2. Entrepreneurship—Meaning, Concept and Role of Socioeconomic Environment, 3. Entrepreneurial Development Programmes, 4. Critical
Evaluation of Entrepreneurial Development Programme, 5. Role of
Entrepreneur—In Economic Development as an Innovator and in Generation of
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Employment Opportunities, 6. Role of Entrepreneur—In Balanced Economic
Development, 7. Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises in India, 8.
Entrepreneurial Pursuits and Human Activities—Economic
andNoneconomic,9.InnovationandEntrepreneur. UNIT : II Acquiring
Entrepreneurial Values and Motivation 10. Business Ethics and Acquiring
Entrepreneurial Values, Attitudes and Motivation, 11. Developing Entrepreneurial
Motivation—Concept and Process, 12. Business Risk-taking Management, 13.
Leadership—Meaning and Importance, 14. Communication—Importance, Barriers
and Principles, 15. Planning—Meaning and Importance, 16. Barriers to
Entrepreneurship, 17. Help and Support to Entrepreneur, UNIT : III Introduction
to Market Dynamics 18.Understanding A Market, 19. Competitive Analysis of the
Market, 20. Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights. PRACTICAL 21. Project Work,
22. Project Planning, 23. Project Report—General Model, 24. Case Study, 25.
Project Analysis
What does pleasure have to do with morality? What role, if any, should intuition
have in the formation of moral theory? If something is ‘simulated’, can it be
immoral? This accessible and wide-ranging textbook explores these questions
and many more. Key ideas in the fields of normative ethics, metaethics and
applied ethics are explained rigorously and systematically, with a vivid writing
style that enlivens the topics with energy and wit. Individual theories are
discussed in detail in the first part of the book, before these positions are applied
to a wide range of contemporary situations including business ethics, sexual
ethics, and the acceptability of eating animals. A wealth of real-life examples, set
out with depth and care, illuminate the complexities of different ethical
approaches while conveying their modern-day relevance. This concise and highly
engaging resource is tailored to the Ethics components of AQA Philosophy and
OCR Religious Studies, with a clear and practical layout that includes end-ofchapter summaries, key terms, and common mistakes to avoid. It should also be
of practical use for those teaching Philosophy as part of the International
Baccalaureate. Ethics for A-Level is of particular value to students and teachers,
but Fisher and Dimmock’s precise and scholarly approach will appeal to anyone
seeking a rigorous and lively introduction to the challenging subject of ethics.
Tailored to the Ethics components of AQA Philosophy and OCR Religious
Studies.
Case Histories in Business Ethics illustrates and extends the role of case
histories in the teaching and study of business ethics. Typically, case histories
are used to illustrate assertions or arguments, or to stimulate debate about an
issue within business ethics. This volume examines that role, illustrating the link
between case histories and more general theoretical approaches to business
ethics. It also discusses the role of case histories in engaging the wider cognitive
and affective capacities of the student and therefore the development of
character.
The Oxford Handbook of Business Ethics is a comprehensive treatment of the
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field of business ethics as seen from a philosophical approach. The volume
consists of 24 essays that survey the field of business ethics in a broad and
accessible manner, covering all major topics about the relationship between
ethical theory and business ethics.
This Book has been written in accordance with the New Syllabus of based on
Guidelines Madhyamik Shiksha Mandal, Bhopal & Chhattisgarh Board of
Secondary Education, Raipur. Business Studies Based On NCERT Guidelines
Part 'A' : Foundations of Business 1.Nature and Purpose of Business, 2.
Classification of Business Activities, 3. Forms of Business Organisations—Sole
Proprietorship or Sole Trade, 4. Joint Hindu Family Business, 5. Partnership, 6.
Co-operative Societies, 7. Company/Joint Stock Company, 8. Choice of Form of
Business Organisations and Starting a Business, 9. Private and Public
Sector/Enterprises, 10. Forms of Organising Public Sector Enterprises and
Changing Role of Public Sector, 11. Global Enterprises (Multinational
Companies) Joint Venture and Public Private Partnership,12. Business Services
– I Banking, 13. Business Services – II Insurance, 14. Business Services – III
Communication : Postal and Telecom, 15. Business Services – IV Warehousing,
16 . Emerging Modes of Business, 17. Social Responsibility of Business and
Business Ethics, 18. Formation of a Company. Part 'B' : Corporate Organisation,
Finance and Trade 19. Sources of Business Finance, 20 . Small Business, 21.
Internal Trade, 22. External Trade or International Business, 23. Project Report.
Unit 4 : Business Services – Transportation Value Based Questions [(VBQ) With
Answers] Latest Model Paper (BSEB) Examination Paper (JAC) with OMR Sheet
A clear and accessible introduction to business ethics for students of business and
management, this book is a practical guide to a subject directly relevant to business
conduct today. It offers a decision model to help in the making of ethical choices, and
bases its ethical framework firmly on the nature of business itself.
Questions and Answers About Business EthicsRunning an Ethical and Successful
BusinessThomson LearningLeadership and Business EthicsSpringer Science &
Business Media
Why Do Good People Do Bad Things? -- The Business of Business Is Business: How
Businesses Serve Society -- Why Aren't We All Saints? -- Addressing Moral Confusion:
The Principles Approach -- Addressing Moral Confusion: The Right and Wrong of
Exploitation -- Addressing Moral Confusion: Ethics Isn't Law -- The Effect of Incentives:
The Value of Reputation -- The Effect of Incentives: Managing for Ethics -- The Effect of
Incentives: The Problem of Collective Action -- The Effect of Incentives: Diffusion of
Responsibility -- Psychological Factors: Ethical Fading and Moral Blind Spots -Psychological Factors: Meaning and Motivation -- Psychological Factors: Avoid DUMB
Values -- Conclusion: How to Run an Unethical Business.
Description This official Government manual provides a practical guide to assist owners
and managers in meeting emerging global standards and expectations for an effective
business ethics program. The manual is intended to be a practical resource for owners
and managers, and endeavors to provide a comprehensive framework for designing
and implementing business ethics programs by addressing such issues as what it
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means to be a responsible business, how to approach responsible business conduct as
a strategy, which structures and systems help management foster reasonable
expectations among enterprise stakeholders as well as guide employees and agents to
meet them, how to communicate with stakeholders about enterprise standards,
expectations, and performance—and secure stakeholders’ feedback, how to align
management practices with core enterprise beliefs through a business ethics program,
and how to evaluate performance under a business ethics program and learn from it.
A growing number of higher education institutions in Asia are now integrating ethics
courses in their curricula. But the challenge remains to develop courses that can
effectively reach their objectives, and to create and use teaching materials appropriate
to the particular profile of the students and executives in different regions and cultures.
In this context, enhancing awareness for ethical dilemmas, proposing frameworks and
models to help managers handle difficult choices and demanding decisions - while not
being moralistic and imposing values - , and presenting alternative approaches through
recent and relevant cases are the main objectives of this book. It examines teaching
methods, learning tools and pedagogical methods effective in the teaching of ethics
within the particular context of the rich diversity of Asian cultures, and discusses ethics
courses curricula, aiming at developing the capacity to deal with a number of issues
such as corruption, intellectual property protection, whistle blowing and consumer
rights. The relevance and limits of Asian philosophical and spiritual traditions and how
their underlying values can be a meaningful aspect in the teaching of ethics to
managers and business leaders are explored, as are the benefits and limits of
corporate codes of conduct and ways to enhance their effectiveness. A similar
approach is taken to the introduction of “oaths” and “ethics pledges” among business
students, which has been promoted in some business schools.
With recent changes in technology, media, and the communication landscape, the
journey to ethics has become more complicated than ever before. This book aims to
answer ethical questions, from applying ethics and sound judgment through your
organization and communication channels to taking your ethics and values into every
media interview. With the understanding of how personal and professional ethics align,
business leaders, managers, and students will maneuver their way around this new
landscape showcasing their values in ethical conduct. This book is divided into eight
important areas based on where and why a breakdown in ethical behavior is likely to
occur, and delivers advice from experts on the frontlines of business communications
who know what it means to face the inherent changes and challenges in this field. With
more than 80 questions and answers focused on guiding marketing, PR and business
professionals, readers will uncover situations where ethics are challenged, and their
values will be tested. This straightforward Q&A guidebook is for professionals who
realize ethics are a crucial part of decision-making in their communications and who
want to maintain trust with the public and their positive brand reputations in business.
Readers will receive answers to pressing ethical questions to help them apply best
practice guidelines and good judgment in their own situations, based on the stories,
theories, and practical instruction from the author’s 30 years of experience as well as
the thought leaders featured in this book.
Business Ethics—Faith That Works, 2nd Edition shows how faith forms the foundation
for the theory and practice of business ethics and how ethical leadership results in longPage 6/10
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term success in business. It challenges readers to understand their own beliefs and
actively base the ethics they practice in business on those beliefs for building an ethical
culture that can lead to a sustainable competitive advantage. The book begins by
covering business ethics basics, highlighting how ethics are good for business. Ruddell
then analyses the Scriptural teaching about business ethics as a model for how faith
can (and indeed must) integrate with business ethics and then contrasts with other,
secular, views of business ethics. He continues by reviewing steps for solving ethical
problems in business and how to set up and carry out an effective ethics program
inside the business and how companies can extend those ethics to those around them
through effective social outreach programs, and to the environment by being good
stewards of our resources.
Section ‘A’ Business Ethics 1.Business Ethics : An Overview, 2. Nature of Ethics and
its Relevance to Business , 3. Introduction to Business Value, 4.Value Based
Management, 5. The Changing Value Systems of India, 6. Work-Life in Indian
Philosophy (Work Ethos, Work Place Values and Work-Life Balance), 7 .Relationship
between Ethics and Corporate Excellence, 8. Corporate Mission Statement and Code
of Ethics, 9. Organisational Culture , 10 .Total Quality Management (T Q M) , 11.
Gandhian Philosophy of Wealth Management , 12. Corporate Social Responsibilities
and Social Audit, 13. Ethics in Marketing, 14. Profit Maximisation and Ethics, 15.
Employee Discrimination , Section ‘B’ Corporate Governance 1.Conceptual
Framework of Corporate Governance, 2. Regulatory Framework of Corporate
Governanc, 3. Failure of Corporate Governance and Reforms of Corporate
Governance, 4. Major Codes and Standards on Corporate Governance, 5. Corporate
Social Responsibility , 6. Business Ethics and Rating Agencies.
E-book on Business Ethics for I.P.C.C. Students who can read on more devices. Books
Contents Questions & Answers on each topic of Business Ethics IPCC.
It is no longer possible for modern companies to ignore the ethical or social implications
of their business practice. Controversy surrounding such issues as the environment,
rewards to senior managers and international labour standards have made business
ethics front page news, as well as helping it emerge as a fully fledged part of the
business and management landscape. This set brings together a cross section of
material from both philosophy and business journals. It includes: what is business
ethics and how has it developed; are ethics compatible with the free market?;
international business ethics; and case studies.
The five volumes of this ultimate resource recognize the inherent unity between
business ethics and business and society, that stems from their shared primary concern
with value in commerce. This Encyclopedia spans the relationships among business,
ethics, and society by including more than 800 entries that feature broad coverage of
corporate social responsibility, the obligation of companies to various stakeholder
groups, the contribution of business to society and culture, and the relationship
between organizations and the quality of the environment.
This work provides a critical look at business practice in the early 21st century and
suggests changes that are both practical and normatively superior. Several chapters
present a reflection on business ethics from a societal or macro-organizational point of
view. It makes a case for the economic and moral superiority of the sustainability
capitalism of the European Union over the finance-based model of the United States.
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Most major themes in business ethics are covered and some new ones are introduced,
including the topic of the right way to teach business ethics. The general approach
adopted in this volume is Kantian. Alternative approaches are critically evaluated.
1. Business Ethics : An Overview, 2. Nature of Ethics and its Relevance to Business, 3.
Introduction to Business Value, 4. Value Based Management, 5. The Changing Value
System of India, 6. Work-Life in Indian Philosophy (Work Ethos,, Work Place Values
and Work-Life Balance), 7. Relationship Between Ethics and Corporate Excellence, 8.
Corporate Mission Statement and Code of Ethics, 9. Organisational Culture, 10. Total
Quality Management (T Q M), 11. Gandhian Philosophy of Wealth Management, 12.
Corporate Social Responsibilities and Social Audit, 13. Ethics in Marketing, 14. Profit
Maximisation and Ethics, 15. Employee Discrimination.
The 46 original case studies featured in this book demonstrate that in many business
sectors, local people and foreigners are responding to the challenges of achieving
business success while competing with integrity. Cases are divided into eight subtopics discussing internet and social media issues, labor issues, corporate social
responsibility, product and food safety, Chinese suppliers and production,
environmental issues, corporate governance, as well as business and society in China.
Each case is followed by a discussion section, with questions to prompt reflection. This
book is a valuable resource for students of International Business and Management, as
well as entrepreneurs and business managers working and doing business in China.
This volume sets the agenda for business ethics and corporate responsibility in the
future. It brings together ideas, challenges, and proposed solutions for thinking
about--and implementing--effective ethics programs in business schools and business
organizations.
Cases in Business Ethics provides the opportunity for students not only to discuss the
application of ethical theories in managerial situations, but also to apply judgment and
make decisions in a real-world context. This collection of cases focuses on business
decision-making, and includes both short and long, more complex cases that highlight
the practicalities of business practice and ethical theory. A beneficial feature of Cases
in Business Ethics is the variety of ways in which the cases can be organized to fit the
course curriculum.
What special problems arise for managers and employees of companies when they do
business in countries and cultures other than their own? The essays in this book
identify universal principles of business ethics and spell out minimal legal and ethical
absolutes in foreign trade. They examine human rights and analyze the cross-cultural
aspects of two sexual harassment cases filed against Mitsubishi in America.
“Morten: And what are we going to do, when you have made liberal-minded and highminded men of us? Dr. Stockman: Then you shall drive all the wolves out of the
country, my boys!” (Ibsen, An Enemy of the People, Act V) The theoretical and
empirical research of this book describes how the traditional safeguards of the rights of
minority shareholders have failed in their duty and how those shareholders have
remained practically without any protection against the arbitrariness of the companies
and majority shareholders. The law, the SEC, society, boards of directors, independent
directors, auditors, analysts, underwriters and the press have remained in many cases
worthless panaceas. Nevertheless, in the Ethics of 2000 new vehicles have been
developed for the protection of minority shareholders, mainly the Internet, transparency,
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activist associations and ethical funds. Those vehicles give the shareholders at least
the chance to understand the pattern and methods that are utilized to wrong them and
give them a viable alternative for investment in ethical funds. The new vehicles will
prevent minority shareholders from using the Armageddon weapon, by ceasing to
invest in the stock exchange and causing the collapse of the system, that discriminates
against them.
This volume is a unique collection of inspiring reflections designed to enhance the
reader’s understanding of both the importance and the relativity of business ethics. It
invites experts and specialists of business ethics to explore threads from history,
religion, philosophy and biology, but will also appeal to the thoughtful citizen, academic,
businessman, banker and lawyer who has chosen to critically reflect upon the value of
ethical conduct in today’s world. The book draws from a rich mine of academic sources
to consider how business ethics relate to today’s key concerns, including wealth
inequality, the need for effective financial regulations and sustainability—how best to
engage with our duties to planet earth. Nourished by the author’s life-long practice of
international law and his exploration of academic thinking on ethics, this book is neither
an analysis nor a sermon. It is an invitation to make the world a better place by
engaging in ethical thought.
Gabriel Flynn and Patricia H. Werhane This book points to a necessary relationship
between ethics and business; the success of such an alliance depends directly on
sound business leadership. Without the sort of leadership that upholds the dignity and
rights of employees and clients, as well as the interests of shareholders, even the most
meticulously prepared ethics statements are destined to founder, as evidenced at
Enron and elsewhere. Over the past 30 years or so, since business ethics became
established as a discipline in its own right, much progress has been made in the ethical
conduct of business at all levels. In short, business people, like politicians, doctors and
church leaders, have come to realize that it is not possible to avoid involvement in
ethics, for much of what business people do and cannot do may be subject to ethical
evaluation. While the history of business ethics as currently practised may be traced to
the medieval and ancient periods; our principal concern is with developments in the
?eld over recent decades. A consideration of how the topic has been treated by the
Harvard Business Review, the business
world’sleadingprofessionaljournal,provideshelpful insights into past progress and
present challenges. In 1929, just as business ethics was beginning to evolve, Wallace
B.
The key to teaching business ethics successfully, says Sims, is to start with clear goals
and a sensible expectation of outcomes, and with a true knowledge and appreciation of
how people actually learn. Proceeding with the conviction that open communications
between teacher and student before, during, and after the teaching experience is vital,
Sims identifies key teaching processes, gives practical advice on designing and
planning the curriculum, and offers guidance on how to develop a climate conducive to
effective learning. He also emphasizes learning styles and experiential learning theory
as cornerstones of teaching business ethics, an approach unlike any in the literature.
An important guide for those who are new to teaching this essential subject, Sims' book
will also help more experienced teachers who wonder why their own methods do not
always work, or do not work as well as they think they should.
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